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Abstract 
An asymptotically finite bound is derived for the total variation distance between the 
distribution of N(t) and the Poisson distribution with mean EN(t) when N is a simple point 
process whose interpoint times are exponential with means determined by an ergodic, finite- 
state Markov chain and when it is a Cox process with a stationary, irreducible, finite-state 
continuous-time Markov chain for intensity. 
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1. Introduction 
Poisson approximation has been the subject of much recent work. In particular, the 
Stein-Chen method, introduced in Chen (1975), has produced remarkably accurate 
bounds on the total variation distances of distributions on the non-negative integers 
from the Poisson distribution. The book by Barbour et al. (1992) is an encyclopaedia 
of applications. 
There are three implementations of the Stein-Chen method which are applicable to 
the distribution of the number of points in a linear point process. The "local" 
approach was introduced in Chen (1975) for sums of dependent random variables and 
extended to point processes in Barbour and Brown (1992b); here the key quantity in 
the upper bound is a conditional density for a point given the behaviour of the process 
outside a neighbourhood. The "coupling" approach, which should perhaps be termed 
the Palm distribution approach, was introduced in Barbour and Holst (19891, and 
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extended to point processes in Barbour and Brown (1992a); here the key quantity 
is the distribution of the number of points given a point at a particular location. 
The "compensator" approach was introduced in Barbour and Brown (1992a); here 
the key quantities are the compensator f the point process and progressive condi- 
tional distributions for points. This third approach is particularly well suited to 
processes, like the one considered here, which are defined by their conditional 
intensities. 
In this paper we are concerned with applying the Stein-Chen method to distribu- 
tions of the number of points in a particular point process: the interpoint imes are 
exponential with means chosen according to a discrete-time finite-state rgodic 
Markov chain. Such a point process is of interest because it constitutes a prototype for 
applying the compensator implementation f the Stein-Chen method, and the results 
obtained accord with intuition. Moreover, it includes (when self-transitions are 
disallowed in the Markov chain that determines interpoint ime means) the case 
of transition counts for continuous-time Markov chains, which is of independent 
interest. 
The quality of the Poisson approximations obtained depends on the ratio of 
maximum mean interpoint ime to minimum mean interpoint ime and also on the 
speed of convergence to stationarity of the Markov chain. The error bound is of 
constant order in the length of time over which points are counted, and thus improves 
on previously available compensator bounds such as in Brown (1983) and Kabanov 
and Liptser (1983) which gave error bounds that grew as the square root of the length 
of time over which points were counted. 
A crucial step in establishing the approximation here is explicit knowledge of the 
speed of convergence to stationarity of Markov chains, both in continuous and 
discrete time. For reversible discrete-time chains, bounds on the total variation 
distance to stationarity are well known (Diaconis and Stroock, 1991). There are 
extensions to non-reversible chains in Fill (1991), but more general bounds are 
established here which are effective in some cases where the ones in Fill (1991) are not. 
In continuous time, bounds are needed on the autocorrelation function of the chain. 
Its form is well known in the reversible case (Keilson, 1979), and in the non-reversible 
case explicit bounds are established here. 
Rather than simply looking at counts of points over intervals, as we do in this 
paper, it is also possible to look at actual configurations ofpoints and obtain process 
approximations. Process analogues of the bounds we present here may be found in 
Barbour et al. (1994) for the alternating Poisson process and the Markov Cox 
process. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let P be a probability measure and I: the corresponding expectation, and let 
there be a history on the underlying probability space. Denote the probability 
distribution of a random variable X by 5aX, and the Poisson distribution with mean 
v by Po(v). 
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The total variation distance between any two probability distributions Px and P2 
on the non-negative integers is dTv(P1, P2) = ½~, ~>oiPl(rt) - Pz(n)[ and the Wasser- 
stein distance is dw(Pi, P2) = ~,>~lP~({n,n + 1 .... }) - P2({n,n + 1 .... })J. If P~ and 
P2 are  the marginals of 5~(X, Y), then dTv(P1,P2) ~< P(X 4= Y) and 
dw(P1,P2) <, filX - Y[ (Barbour et al., 1992, Appendix). 
Let I denote the indicator function. If {T,}, ~ is an unbounded and increasing 
sequence of non-negative stopping times, then {N(t) = S ,  >A I [T,  ~< t] }t ~o is a simple 
point process with jump points T,. For such N, Barbour and Brown (1992a, Theorem 
3.7, 1992b, Remark 3.4) show that for fixed t 
dTv(2/JN(t), Po(v)) ~< (1 A ~ )  filA(t) -v l  + - -  
- -e -"  
fi y~ (A(s)  - A (s  - ))2 
s~r  
;o 1-e- '~ fi dw(°IEN(t)- N(s)=.], -t- V 
(1) PI IN(t) -N(s) = '3) dN (s), 
where the left superscripts o and p denote optional and predictable projections, and 
A is the compensator of N (Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, Section VI.2). The main 
result in this paper is an application of this. 
3. Poisson convergence of the Markov point process 
Let Z be a discrete-time Markov chain with finite state-space 5~ and the irreducible 
and aperiodic transition matrix P. Write P~, for the distribution at time n of Z started 
in state k. Let a be a function on 5 ~, with minimum 1 and maximum r. Define N to be 
the simple point process which, conditional on Z, has independent exponential 
interpoint times with parameters a(Zo), a(Z1) . . . .  Denote its jump points by T1, 
T2~ • • • 
Notice that Z oN is a continuous-time Markov chain with intensity matrix 
Q = diag(a)(P - I). Denote the stationary distributions of Z and Z o N by the row 
vectors n and ~, so that nP= n and c~Q = 0, and let A = diag(n) and D -- diag(c~). Put 
YZo = ct, so that Z o N is stationary. Note that all entries of n and c~ are positive. 
Let the history be generated by N and Z , N, and denote the compensator f N by 
A. From Jacod (1975, p. 241) it follows that the intensity of N is A'(.) = a(ZNel), 
which is stationary and piecewise constant. Note that fiN(t) = fiA(t) = 
fiA'(0)t = fiN(1)t. 
For x = 1, 2, oc, let the matrix norm/l'lk~ be induced by the usual Ix vector norm, 
also denoted by H'llx, and let K~(-) = H'LI~IL.-IHx be the condition number of its matrix 
argument with respect o II'llx. Let 1 be the column vector with unit entries. 
The Jordan decomposition of a matrix will be needed: the Jordan blocks will be Ji 
with dimensions mi x mi and diagonal entries )~g for i = 0 . . . . .  m, the largest block size 
will be rh = maxg ml, and the (invertible) matrix of generalised eigenvectors will be B. 
When necessary to specify the relevant matrix, notation like J~(.) will be used. 
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As the matrix P is non-negative, irreducible, aperiodic and has unit row sums, by 
the Perron-Frobenius theorem it has 2o = 1 as a simple eigenvalue and all its other 
eigenvalues have moduli less than 1. Denote the maximum of these moduli by 2 < 1. 
Thus do is the scalar 1, and [2i[ ~< 2 for the matrix P and i ~> 1. 
The product R = PA - 1 pT A of P, the transition matrix of the chain Z, and its time 
reversal A - 1PTA, the transition matrix of the stationary copy of Z reversed in time, is 
similar to the non-negative definite symmetric matrix A ll2pA - 'I2(A II2pA ,I2)T, so its 
eigenvalues are real and non-negative. Moreover, as it is non-negative and has unit 
row sums, R is a transition matrix and its spectral radius is 1. Disregard one of the 
eigenvalues of R having value 1 and denote the square root of the maximum of the 
remaining eigenvalues by p. Note that when P is reversible the detailed balance 
equations AP = PXA hold, so that R = p2 and/,  = 2. 
As the matrix Q + rI is non-negative, irreducible, and has row sums r, by the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem it has r as a simple eigenvalue, so 2o = 0 is a simple 
eigenvalue of Q. Now by Gerschgorin's theorem all non-zero eigenvalues of Q have 
negative real parts. Denote the maximum of these negative real parts by - 1/r <0. 
Thus J0 is the scalar 0, and [e~"'l ~< e -'/~ for the matrix Q and i ~> 1. 
With this setup the main result is a bound, finite and not involving t, on the error 
made when approximating the distribution of N(t) by a suitable Poisson distribution. 
Theorem 1. The distribution of  N(t) satisfies 
dTv(L/?N(t), Po(l=N(t))) 
\~ /  eFN(1) 
+ A ,=,. (1 - ) )  
Proof. Bounds from Lemmas 5 and 8 below together with (1) gives the result. [] 
When the restrictions on a are relaxed allowing it to take any positive value, it is 
still possible to use the theorem by first appropriately scaling time. 
Sometimes [x /~f [ -  1 / (1 -  p) achieves the minimum in the second term of the 
bound, as in Section 5 below, but not always. Indeed, it can sometimes be infinite, 
which occurs when the transition matrix R is reducible so that # = 1. For example, if
5~ = {0,1,2}, Po2 = Plo = 1, and Pz, =P= 1-P2o  where 0<p< 1, the eigen- 
values of P are 1, ( - 1 + x /~-  1)/2 while R is reducible with eigenvalues 1, 1, p2. 
When the exponential interpoint imes have approximately the same means, the 
process should be approximately Poisson. The bound bears this out in that it is 
proportional to r -  1, the difference between the ratio of the largest mean to the 
smallest and unity. Moreover, the approximation should improve as the dependence 
between the interpoint imes, due to the Markov dependence between their means, 
weakens. The bound bears this out also in that the strength of Markov dependence is 
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related to the speed of convergence to stationarity of the chain. The less dependence 
there is, the faster the convergence to stationarity in both discrete and continuous 
time, that is, the smaller the corresponding relaxation times 1/(1 - 2) and z. 
Our estimate of EhA(t) - EN(t)] in Lemma 5 below, which contributes to the first 
term in the bound, is of the correct order in t: by a central imit theorem for Markov 
chains (Keilson, 1979, Section 7.5), for large t the distribution of A(t) = ~'o a(ZN~) ds is 
approximately normal with variance proportional to t, so clearly E]A(t) - EN(t)I is of 
order v.~. Previously available compensator bounds in Brown (1983, Corollary 1) and 
in Kabanov and Liptser (1983, Proposition 1) both reduce to d-rv(YN(t), 
Po(EN(t))) ~< EIA(t) - EN(t)[, and thus grow as x/t for large t. The bound here is an 
improvement in that it does not grow with t. 
Theorem 1 may be simplified in special cases as follows. 
Corollary 1. f f  P commutes with its transpose pT or its time reversal A 1PX A, the last 
sum in the bound in Theorem 1 simplifies to K~(B(P))/(1 -- )0. If Q commutes with its 
transpose QT or its time reversal D 1QTD, the first square root in the bound simplifies to 
# 
\ / r  maxi ~i/(eE N(1)mini el) or to , j r  /(eEN(1)) respectively. 
Thus if the chain Z is reversible, meanin.q that both P and Q coincide with their time 
reversals, Theorem 1 simplifies to 
dTv(~N(t), Po(EN(t))) ~< (r - 1) + ~ ~ . 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 4. [] 
When P is reversible and the means of the interpoint imes are close, the case of 
greatest interest, the entries of Q are close to those of P - I as r is close to 1. The fact 
that eigenvalues of a matrix depend continuously on its entries implies that -1 /z  
must be close to 2 - 1 in this case, which means that the relaxation times in discrete 
and continuous time are close. 
4. Technical emmas 
Lemma 1. The distribution P"k satisfies 
4dxv(P~,, 7~) 2 ~</~2"(1 -- nk)/nk. 
Proof. See Fill (1991, Theorem 2.7). [] 
Lemma 2. The distribution P~ satisfies 
2dTv(P'~,n) <~ h~(B(P)) ~ (n~)}. 
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Proof. The Jordan decomposition gives P" as In + B diag(O, JT,... , J~,)B- 1. There- 
fore, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for matrix norms shows that liP" - lnl[ ~, which 
is clearly a bound for 2dTv(P~,,n), is bounded by ~c~(B)maxl <.i<.,,l[J']]l~. Now the 
result follows as the matrix J7 is upper triangular with entries (7)27 -~ on the lth 
super-diagonal, so that its oc-norm is just the sum of the moduli of its first row 
entries. [] 
Lemma 3. I f  b is a real function on 5 ~, then 
(Q)- 1 tn 
ICov(b(Zo),b(Zs,)))[ <~ Varb(Zo)tc2(D1/2B(Q)) ~x/~)e-'/~ Z n~. "
r t=0 
ProoL Without loss of generality assume Eb(Zo) = 0, so that eb = 0. Also, observe 
that the Jordan decomposition gives e °' as 1~ +BJ( t )B-1,  where 
J(t) = diag(0, e J,' .... , eS"t), and the matrix e J'' is upper triangular with entries ea'tt~/l! 
on the lth super-diagonal. 
The covariance of b(Zo) and b(ZN(,)) equals to (D1/2b)TD1/2eq'b, so the Cau- 
chy-Schwarz inequality shows that its square is bounded by (bTDb)(bT(e°-t)TDe°tb). 
The second factor may be written as JID~/2BJ(t)(D1/ZB)-1 (D1/eb)ll2 and hence, using 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again, bounded by Kz (D 1/2B)2 II J(t)II 2bTDb. But bXDb 
is just the variance of b(Zo), and so the result follows because IIJ(t)ll22 is bounded by 
IIJ(t)Tj(t)ll~, which after some manipulation may be shown to be bounded by 
maxlmi(e-t/~Z~U0l t"/n!) 2. [] 
Lemma 4. (a) I f  p commutes with pT or A-1PT A, then &(P) = 1. 
(b) I f  Q commutes with QX, then vh(Q) = 1 and g2(D1/2B(Q)) = x/maxiei/mini~i. 
(c) I f  Q commutes with D-IQXD, then vh(Q) = 1 and K2(D1/2B(Q)) = 1. 
(d) l f  P is reversible, then &(P) = &(Q) = 1 and tc2(D1/2 B(Q)) -= 1. 
Proof. (a) Here P is normal and hence diagonalisable or A 1/zPA- 1/2 is normal and 
hence diagonalisable, so P is diagonalisable. 
(b) Normal matrices are orthogonally diagonalisable, and K: is the square root of 
the ratio of the largest o smallest singular values of its argument. 
(c) Here D1/2QD-1/z is normal, so Q may be written as (D-I/2B)A(D -1/2B)-1, 
where B is orthonormal nd A is diagonal. This shows that D1/2B(Q) is orthonormal 
and that Q is diagonalisable, giving the result. 
(d) Reversibility of P means that AP = pTA. It also means that Z o N, having Z as 
its jump chain, is reversible, which means that the detailed balance equations 
OQ = QTD hold. The result now follows immediately from (a) and (c). [] 
Lemma 5. The compensator A of N satisfies 
EIA(t) - EN(t)I <~ (r - 1)~/~:2(Ol /ZB(Q))~E~,~q J ~"t/2. 
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Proof. The standard eviation of A(t) is 
x/Vat ~i, A'(s) ds = x/2 ~i,~,~ Cov(A'(0), A'(s))dsdu 
as A' is stationary. It is elementary that it bounds the expected absolute deviation of 
A(t) from its mean, which equals EN(t). Now applying Lemma 3 gives the required 
bound, as a(Zo) takes values between 1 and r and so has its variance bounded by 
( r -  1)2/4. [] 
Lemma 6. The last expectation in (1) equals 
r Y~ ~2~j dij(s)ds, 
i j~ / ' , i c j  JO 
where dij is the Wasserstein distance defined by 
d~3(s) = dw(S(N(s)[ Zo = i), 5('(g(s)[Zo =- j)). 
Proof. Consider s > 0, and let g(s,m,i) = P(N(s) -- mlZo = i) and To = 0. Using 
arguments analogous to those that gave Theorem 5.2 in Barbour and Brown (1992a), 
~. ,>~og(t -s ,m,Z, ) l [T ,  4s<T,+l ]  is the optional projection of l [N ( t ) -  
N(s) = m], and the predictable projection is the same expression with ~< and 
< signs swapped. These sums may be written as g( t - s ,m,  Zms)) and 
g( t -  s,m, ZN(~_)), and so, observing that d~ vanishes, the last expectation in (1) 
becomes 
fo t E dtz N)ts),(z m(s-)(t -- s)dN(s) = E ~ d i j ( t  - -  s)dNij(s), JO i , j6 ' / , i~ j  
where N~j is the point process counting transitions of Z ~, N from state i to state j. But 
d~j(t-  s) is deterministic, hence predictable, and so dNi; may be replaced by the 
intensity I[ZNcs) = i]Qi;ds of N~j in the last integration above. Once this is done, 
bringing the expectation i side the integral and the sum outside gives the result, as 
Lemma 7. In Lemma 6, 
did(t) <<. (r - 1)(t A ET(i,j)), 
where T(i, j) satisfies dTv(PT, P~) = P(T(i,j) > n). 
Proof. Let (Z i, Z j) be a maximal coupling (Lindvall, 1992, Section III. 14) of Z started 
in states i and j with coupling time T(i,j), and let M be an independent unit rate 
Poisson process. Construct N i by scaling the interpoint imes of M by 1/a(Z~o), 
1/a(Zi~) . . . . .  and similarly N j, and Mr by scaling the interpoint imes of M by 1/r. 
Denote by T i and T ~ the times of the T( i , j ) th jump points of N i and N j. We will obtain 
the result by bounding EI Ni(t) - NJ(t)]. 
By construction, Mr(t) and M(t) constitute upper and lower bounds for Ng(t) and 
NJ(t). Thus the absolute difference between Ni(t) and N~(t) cannot exceed 
Mr(t) - M(t), and so its expectation is bounded by (r - 1)t. 
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Assume that M(t) < T(i,j), so that the T(i , j )thjump point of M occurs after t, and 
thus t < ET(i,j). Therefore, the previous paragraph shows E(INi(t)-  NJ(t)[]M(t) 
< T(i,j)) <~ (r -- 1)lzV(i,j). 
Now assume that M(t) >~ T(i,j), so that both T i and T J occur before t. Then the 
difference between Ni(t) and N:(t) equals Ni(]Ti, t ] ) -  NJ(]TJ, t]) as Ni(T i) and 
NJ(T j) both equal T(i,j). The absolute value of this difference is just the number of 
jump points o fN  z in the interval ]t,t + IT i - TJ[] if T;  occurs before T ~, or N j in the 
same interval if T i occurs first, because, by construction, the paths of N ~ starting at T i 
coincide with the paths of N j starting at T;. 
T i t t+ IT i -  
Nit x ~" ,.,,"" ,..-."v ,' ^~ .~x  ,x 
• " . ," 
. "  ." 
. .~  .,. .~  × ~"-.~ ~ ~- 
T~ t 
In either case, the expectation of this is bounded by rEIT ~-  TJl ~rE  
(T(i,j) - T(i,j)/r), because jump points of N i and N i cannot occur any faster than at 
rate r, and T i and T i are between the T(i,j)th jump points of Mr and M. Thus 
E([Ni(t) - NJ(t) ll M(t) >i T(i,j)) <~ (r - 1)ET(i,j). [] 
Lemma 8. The last expectation in (1) is bounded by 
( r -  -- ", 
Proof. First notice that :tia(i) = r,j~:,e:a(j)Pji, which implies that a(i)~i is a constant 
multiple of rig, the constant being easily seen to equal EA'(0). Therefore, by Lemmas 
6 and 7, the last expectation in (1) is bounded by 
(r - 1)EA'(0)t ~ n,P u ~ (drv(PT, n) + drv(P'],n)). (2) 
i , je ' / , i¢ j  n>~O 
Lemma l gives 
1 r -- 1 EN(t) ~ niP,j(x/(1 - ni)/ni + ~/(1 - nj)/nj) 
1 - -  ~l i , j~ / , i# j  
as a bound for (2). Simplifying this and observing that ~i ~ :/x/( 1 - hi)hi is maximised 
when ni = 1/bPI gives the first bound. 
! x tBtp~.~, ~, I+~(P) -  l Lemma 2 allows ~,~odTv(PT, TC) to be bounded by 2 ~1 ( HZ.,I=OZ.,n= l (7)A l, 
which after simplification and substitution into (2) gives the second bound. [] 
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5. Two=state xample 
Take ,9 ~ = {0, 1}, Pol :# 0 # PlO, POl q- Plo < 2, and a(0) = 1 and a(1) = r. Here 
P is reversible and has eigenvalues 1, 1 -Po~-  Plo, and Q has eigenvalues 0, 
Pol - rPlo. Clearly, the mean of A'(0) is r(Pol + Plo)/(Pol + rPlo). Condition 
numbers are never less than 1, so Corol lary 1 gives 
dTv(SN(t), Po(EN(t))) <~ (r - l )( i /v/er(Po, + P1o) + i./(I -11  - Po~ - -P lol)) .  
However, in this example a better result may be obtained by evaluating exactly 
VarA'(O) and do~(S), and using them in the proof of Lemma 5 and in Lemma 6. An 
easy calculation gives the variance of A'(O) as rPo~P1o(r - l)z/(Pol + rP~o) 2, which 
means that ( r -  l)~2rP~Pwt/(Po~ + rP~o)/(Pox + rP~o) is a bound for 
E IA( t ) -  EN(t)I. Lemma 9 below implies that dot(S) = E(N(s) IZo = I ) -  
E(N(s) I Z0 = 0), and a routine evaluation of this yields (r - i)(I - e "/~)/(Po~ + rP~o). 
Theorem I is thus improved to 
r -1  (2  / Po,P,o 2 Po ,P ,o  "~ 
dTv(.~. N(t), eo(EN(t))) ~< Po~ ~- r-Plo 7 ~ P~ +-fi]o + Pox + PloJ" (3) 
Lemma 9. The distributions of N #iven Z starts in states 0 and 1 sati.sfy 
P(N(s) ~> nlZo =0)  ~ P(N(s) >~ nlZo = l). 
Proof. Let F, be independent uniform (0, 1) random variables, and use them to 
construct he Markov chains Z k for k = 0, 1 as follows: 
Zf) = k, zt,+ I = zk, I[F, > PIo] +(1-zk , ) I [F ,<Po , ] "  
Now define N k as in the proof of Lemma 7, so it has the distribution of N given 
Zo = k. 
In the case Pol + Plo < 1 at most one of the chains can change its state at any 
epoch, so they stay in their initial states until one of them changes tate and after this 
their paths never separate. In the case P01 + P,o >- 1 at least one of the chains must 
change its state at any epoch, so both keep alternating between states 0 and 1 until just 
one of them changes tate and after this their paths never separate. Therefore in either 
case, in the first n epochs among the values of a ,, Z ° the value r occurs no more often 
than among the values of a > Z 1, so the nth jump point of N ° cannot occur before the 
nth jump point of N 1. This shows that N given Z started in state 1 stochastically 
dominates N given Z started in state 0. [] 
The approximation error for this example is sandwiched between constant mul- 
tiples of(r  - 1) 2 and r - 1, when r is close to 1. To see this compare the probabilities 
of having no points at time t for N and for a suitable Poisson process. I fPi j  = 1/2 and 
a (0)= 1, a (1 )=r ,  then zr=(r/(1 +r) ,  1/(1 +r) )  and EN( t )=2r / (1  +r j t ,  and the 
difference of interest is ~iE ,, zqe -' '(°' - e -EN('). This divided by ( r -  1) 2 approaches 
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e tt2/8 as r---, 1, showing that a lower bound for the total variation distance in 
Theorem 1 is of order (r - 1) 2. 
The aperiodicity assumption P01 + Plo < 2 is only needed to ensure that the 
bound in Lemma 8 is finite. However, use of Lemma 8 was avoided here and instead 
Lemma 9 was used. Therefore, as Lemma 9 remains valid when POl = Plo = 1, (3) 
holds without the aperiodicity assumption. It is interesting to compare this bound 
with the results in Barbour and Brown (1992a, Section 5.20) for the alternating 
Poisson process, which arises when Pol = P~o = 1. As t --* ~ ,  Barbour and Brown 
(1992a, (5.26)) give r(1 + r/2)(r - 1)/(r + 1) while Barbour and Brown (1992a, (5.25)) 
(apparently, the 1.61 should be 1 + x~ ~- 1.86, by Barbour and Brown (1992b, 
Remark 3.4)) and (3) give (1 + x /~)  (r - 1)/(r + 1) as bounds for the total variation 
distance between the distribution of N(t) and the Poisson distribution with mean 
fiN(t). 
6. Poisson convergence of the Markov Cox process 
Here consider N to be a Cox process (a doubly stochastic Poisson process) with 
a stationary, irreducible, finite-state continuous-time Markov chain for intensity. 
Thus its compensator A is as in Section 3, and as Lemma 5 remains valid here, 
Barbour and Brown (1992a, (4.3)) show that 
dTv(~N(t) ,  Po(fiN(t))) ~< (r - 1) x/~c2 (D u2 B(Q))xf~---~)y~=Q)z,/(efiN(1)). 
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